
 

 

 

 
HOME LEARNING 

THE LION, THE WITCH AND THE WARDROBE 
 
Subject: ENGLISH YEAR 8 – MRS NORTH    
Time: 50 minutes. 
Learning Objective: I can understand the vocabulary and the text. 
 
Task 1: FILL IN THE GAPS 

dominions Turkish Delight snappishly Relations Mantle enchanted 

 
1. “And how, pray, did you come to enter my ___________________?”  
2. “…she put a fold of her fur ___________________ around him and tucked it in well.”  
3. “…instantly there appeared a round box … which, when opened, turned out to contain several 
pounds of the best ___________________.”  
4. “…she knew, though Edmund did not, that this was ___________________ Turkish Delight…”  
5. “I very much want to know your charming ___________________.”  
6. “…Lucy . . . was too happy and excited to notice how ___________________ Edmund spoke or how 
flushed and strange his face was.”  
 
Task 2:MEANNG:Can you match the vocabulary words to their dictionary definitions.  

relations  A. territory of influence or control; realm  

snappishly  B. influenced by charms or spells  

enchanted  C. jellylike candy cubes covered with powdered sugar  

mantle  D. a loose sleeveless coat worn over outer garments;  

dominions  E. in an irritable and short tempered manner  

Turkish Delight  G. a member of the same family  

 
Task 3: COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS 
Can you answer the following questions based on Chapter 4? Make sure you write your answers in 
complete sentences. 

1.What does not describe the White Witch?  

2. What did the White Witch ask Edmund about who he was?  

3. What did the Witch give Edmund?  

4. When speaking with Edmund, what was the White Witch particularly interested in? 

5. What did the Witch want Edmund to do? 

6. Who did Edmund hear calling his name as he watched the White Witch drive off? 

Save your work: 
If you are using a computer, open a blank document to do your work (you can use Word or Publisher). 
Don’t forget to SAVE it with your name, the lesson you are doing and the date. 
For example: T.Smith Maths 8 April 
If you would like us to see or mark your work please email it or send a photo of your completed work 
to: anorth@glebe.bromley.sch.uk Thank you 
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